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ABSTRACT 
 

The lockdown in response to the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in sizeable job losses in South 
Africa (and around the world). This exogenous shock provided a natural experiment to investigate how 
job loss affects mental health. The labor market implications of the COVID-19 lockdown were also 
unique because many workers retained jobs to return to, but for the duration of the lockdown, they were 
neither working nor earning an income. This paper reviews the job situation in COVID -19 and how the 
automation has affected the job situation. 
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Introduction 
 By 2025, robotization and another division of work among people and machines will disturb 85 
million positions universally in medium and enormous organizations across 15 ventures and 26 
economies. Jobs in regions, for example, information section, bookkeeping and authoritative help are 
diminishing popular as mechanization and digitization in the work environment increments. Over 80% of 
business leaders are speeding up plans to digitize work processes and convey new advances; and half of 
bosses are hoping to speed up the mechanization of certain jobs in their organizations. As opposed to 
earlier years, work creation is currently easing back while work obliteration is speeding up. 

 "Corona virus has sped up the appearance representing things to come of work," said Saadia 
Zahidi, Managing Director, and World Economic Forum. "Speeding up computerization and the aftermath 
from the COVID-19 downturn has developed existing disparities across work showcases and turned 
around gains in business made since the worldwide monetary emergency in 2007-2008. A twofold 
interruption situation presents one more obstacle for laborers in this troublesome time. The open door for 
proactive administration of this change is shutting quickly. Organizations, states and laborers should want 
to cooperate to critically execute another vision for the worldwide labor force." 

 Some 43% of organizations studied demonstrate that they are set to decrease their labor force 
because of innovation joining, 41% arrangement to extend their utilization of project workers for task-
particular work, and 34% arrangement to grow their labor force because of innovation reconciliation. By 
2025, bosses will split work among human and machines similarly. Jobs that influence human abilities will 
ascend sought after. Machines will be principally centered on data and information handling, managerial 
assignments and routine manual positions for white-and regular positions. 

 As the economy and occupation markets develop, 97 million new jobs will arise across the 
consideration economy, in fourth modern transformation innovation ventures like man-made brainpower, 
and in happy creation fields. The undertakings where people are set to hold their relative benefit 
incorporate making due, exhorting, navigation, thinking, imparting and communicating. There will be a 
flood popular for laborers who can fill green economy occupations, jobs at the front of the information and 
computerized reasoning economy, as well as new jobs in designing, distributed computing and item 
improvement. 
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 For those laborers set to stay in their jobs in the following five years, almost half will require 
deskilling for their center abilities. Regardless of the ongoing monetary slump, most bosses perceive the 
benefit of deskilling their labor force. A normal of 66% of manager’s overviewed hope to see a profit from 
interest in up skilling and deskilling of current workers in one year or less. They likewise hope to effectively 
redeploy 46% of laborers inside their own association. "Later on, we will see the most cutthroat 
organizations are the ones that have put vigorously in their human resources - the abilities and skills of 
their representatives," Zahidi said. 

Post Covid-19 and Job Loss 

The following period of computerization, depending on AI and AI-fueled machines like self-driving 
vehicles, might be considerably more troublesome, particularly on the off chance that it isn't joined by 
different sorts of additional human-accommodating advancements. This wide mechanical stage, with 
different applications and extraordinary guarantee, could assist human efficiency and usher in new human 
undertakings and capabilities in schooling, wellbeing with caring, designing, fabricating, and somewhere 
else. Yet, it could likewise deteriorate employment misfortunes and financial interruption whenever applied 
only for computerization.  

The pandemic has unquestionably given bosses more motivations to search for approaches to 
subbing machines for laborers, and ongoing proof proposes they are doing as such (Chernoff and 
Warman 2020). 

Some contend that inescapable mechanization is the cost we pay for success: new advances will 
increment efficiency and enhance us, regardless of whether they disengage a few laborers and disturb 
existing organizations and ventures. The proof doesn't uphold this translation. 

Notwithstanding the confusing exhibit of new machines and calculations surrounding us, the US 
economy today creates extremely low complete component efficiency development — market analysts' 
title proportion of the efficiency execution of an economy, which checks how proficiently human and actual 
capital assets are being utilized. Specifically, all out factor efficiency development has been a lot of lower 
throughout recent years than during the a very long time after World War II (Gordon 2017). Despite the 
fact that data and correspondence innovation has progressed quickly and is applied in each area of the 
economy, ventures that depend all the more seriously on these advances have not performed better with 
regards to add up to factor efficiency, result, or work development (Acemoglu and others 2014). 

 The explanations behind this new sluggish efficiency development are not surely known. 
However, one contributing component seems, by all accounts, to be that numerous computerization 
innovations, for example, self-checkout stands or robotized client care, are not creating a lot of all out 
factor efficiency development. Put in an unexpected way, as opposed to bringing efficiency profits, 
robotization has been extreme since organizations are embracing computerization advances past what 
might lessen creation costs or in light of the fact that these innovations have social expenses since they 
lead to bring down business and laborer compensation. Unreasonable mechanization may likewise be a 
reason for the lull in efficiency development. This is on the grounds that computerization choices are not 
diminishing expenses and, much more significant, in light of the fact that a solitary spotlight on 
mechanization innovations might be making organizations pass up efficiency gains from new errands, new 
authoritative structures, and mechanical leap forwards that are more corresponding to people. 

 In any case, is computerization truly extreme? I accept so. Most importantly, when bosses arrive 
at conclusions about whether to supplant laborers with machines, they don't consider the social 
disturbance brought about by the deficiency of occupations — particularly great ones. This makes an 

inclination toward extreme mechanization. 

 Much more significant, a few variables seem to have powered robotization past socially positive 
levels. Especially significant has been the change in the corporate procedures of driving US organizations. 
American and world innovation is molded by the choices of a small bunch of extremely enormous, 
exceptionally effective tech organizations that have little labor forces and a plan of action based on 
robotization (Acemoglu and Restrepo 2020). Huge Tech organizations including Amazon, Alibaba, 
Alphabet, Facebook, and Netflix are answerable for more than $2 of each $3 spent internationally on AI 
(McKinsey Global Institute 2017). Their vision, fixated on the replacement of calculations for people, 
impacts their own spending as well as what different organizations focus on and the yearnings and focal 
point of a huge number of youthful understudies and scientists gaining practical experience in PC and 
information sciences. 
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 Obviously nothing bad can be said about effective organizations seeking after their own vision, 
however when this turns into one of a kind, we should be wary. Past innovative victories have as a rule 
been driven by a variety of points of view and approaches. Assuming that we lose this variety, we 
additionally risk losing our mechanical edge.  

 The predominance of a small bunch of organizations over the way of future innovation has been 
exacerbated also by diminishing help from the US government for crucial exploration (Gruber and Johnson 
2019). As a matter of fact, government strategy exorbitantly supports robotization, particularly through the 
duty code. The US charge framework has consistently treated capital more well than work, empowering 
organizations to substitute machines for laborers, in any event, when laborers might be more useful. 

 My exploration with Andrea Madera and Pascal Rest repo shows that, throughout the course of 
recent years, work has paid a powerful duty pace of in excess of 25% by means of finance and 
government personal charges (Acemoglu, Manera, and Restrepo 2020). Indeed, even quite a while back, 
capital was more delicately burdened than work, with gear and programming venture confronting charge 
paces of around 15%. This differential has augmented with tax reductions on big league salaries, the 
transformation of numerous organizations to firmly held S enterprises that are absolved from corporate 
annual expenses, and liberal devaluation stipends. Because of these changes, interests in programming 
and hardware are charged at paces of under 5% today, and at times partnerships might determine net 
endowments when they put resources into capital. This makes a strong rationale in extreme robotization. 

 A way of future innovation fixated on computerization isn't predetermined. An outcome of 
decisions by scientist’s center around robotization applications to the detriment of different purposes of 
innovation and by organizations that form plans of action on computerization and lessening work costs as 
opposed to on wide based efficiency increments. We can pursue various decisions. However, such a 
course revision requires a purposeful work to divert innovative change, which can happen provided that 
administration assumes a focal part in the guideline of innovation. [6] 

 Let me get straight to the point that I don't mean government impeding innovation or easing back 
mechanical advancement. Rather, the public authority ought to give motivations that slant the structure of 
development away from an exorbitant spotlight on robotization and more toward human-accommodating 
advancements that produce work valuable open doors, particularly steady employments, and a more 
common type of financial flourishing. We don't know the exact thing the most groundbreaking human-
accommodating advances representing things to come might be, however numerous areas give a lot of 
chances. These incorporate instruction, where AI can be utilized for considerably more versatile and 
understudy focused showing joining new advancements and better-prepared educators; medical care, 
where AI and computerized innovations can enable attendants and specialists to offer more and better 
types of assistance; and current assembling, where expanded reality and PC vision can increment human 
efficiency in the creation cycle. We have additionally seen during the pandemic how new advanced 
innovations, like Zoom, have on a very basic level widened human correspondence and capacities. 

 State run administrations have consistently impacted the course of innovation, and we definitely 
know how to fabricate foundations that do this in a more gainful manner. 

 This proposal might in any case strike numerous as surprising. Isn't it profoundly distortionary for 
legislatures to impact the bearing of innovation? Might they at some point truly impact where innovation 
goes? Couldn't we be making the way for another sort of despotism with the state interceding even in 
mechanical choices? 

 Legislatures all over the planet regularly influence the bearing of innovation by means of 
assessment strategies and backing for corporate examination and colleges. As I have shown, the US 
government has energized robotization through its awry tax collection from capital and work. An initial step 
is right that lopsidedness. This would go far yet wouldn't be adequate without anyone else. Significantly 
more should be possible — for instance, through R&D appropriations focused on to explicit innovations 
that assist human efficiency and increment with working interest. 

 This carries me to the subsequent complaint: could the public authority at any point actually really 
divert innovation? My response is that state run administrations have done this previously, and as a rule 
with astounding adequacy. The groundbreaking advances of the twentieth 100 years, like anti-infection 
agents, sensors, current motors, and the web, could never have been conceivable without the public 
authority's help and initiative. Nor would they have prospered as much without liberal government buys. 
Significantly more applicable, maybe, for endeavors to divert innovation in a human-accommodating 
direction is the case of sustainable power. 
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Automation with Caution 

 Innovation can help profit especially while utilizing that innovation requests particular abilities and 
information. Yet, bots can likewise push down compensation by making a few positions simpler to perform. 
Assuming a task is basic, anybody can get it done. Furthermore, on the off chance that anybody can make 
it happen, why pay a few specialists a premium? At the point when the market requests less abilities, 
laborers with anything extra become less important. 

This prospect might satisfy firms. Paying specialists less is a reliable method for helping edges. 
However, this system is likewise hazardous. Innovation doesn't cleanse the requirement for human work 
yet rather changes the kind of work required. Independent doesn't mean human less. Innovation can and 
will fall flat. Also, when it does, firms will face the possibility of getting along with the very laborers who — 
during mechanization's more promising times — were duped. In 2018, "Flippy," a cheeseburger flipping 
robot had to the sidelines following one day subsequent to being not able to stay aware of client’s orders. 
The eatery's reaction? Requesting that human cooks step in. 

 Mechanization can increment efficiency, further develop effectiveness, and lessen mistakes. 
Robots can, and ought to, involve callings that are excessively dangerous for human specialists to 
perform, offer minimal in the method of direction, and deny human laborers of the delights of free living. 
Machines have — as Bertrand Russell appropriately noted — "provided us with the chance of simplicity 
and security for all." Ignoring this reality, contemplated Russell, makes us absurd, "yet no great 
explanation to go on is being silly for eternity." 

 However, the drawn out advantages of neglecting people for robots are scarcely ensured. Firms 
stand to lose money should the efficiency advantages of innovation reception bantam expenses. These 
expenses (and there's generally an expense) are normally limited by firms quick to show dissolvability. In 
any case, embracing bots can drive firms further into the red. Mechanical peculiarity — the possibility that 
machines know all, and can fix call — stays, in spite of everything we're said, a long, long way away. 

 Firms ought to consider this reality while taking on innovation. Executives ought to pose 
themselves three inquiries while investigating the worth of bots. In the first place, how might innovation at 
any point respond? Mechanical fearlessness might be bewildering however it as well — similar as people 
— has limits. What are they? Second, how do those cutoff points influence the activity? Putting resources 
into tech can support efficiency however to a limited extent. What does that point resemble and is it OK to 
investors? What's more, third, how does the expense of supervising innovation influence is incentive? 
Innovation ought to be noticed and held under wraps. This is especially evident in security basic 
enterprises like transportation, energy, and medical care. What is the expense of doing so and how can it 
influence a bot's expense advantage? 

 Posing these inquiries might uncover astonishing responses about when (and under what 
conditions) neglecting human muscle for algorithmic ability appears to be legit. There is, as Nicholas Carr 
noticed, no financial regulation that says that everybody, or even the vast majority, naturally benefit from 
mechanical advancement. 

Conclusion 

 Significantly, laborers who can acquire schooling and preparing, both at work or somewhere else, 
can learn new errands and become more correlative with machines. For example, while robots have 
dislodged untalented laborers on sequential construction systems, they have likewise made new positions 
for engineers, high level welders, and different specialists who keep up with the machines or use them to 
perform new errands. As a general rule, laborers with at any rate some postsecondary qualifications are 
frequently improved off, while those without them frequently endure misfortunes. 
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